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Please Consider the Following 
Before You Support H.350 and S.221 

“AN ACT REGULATING ALTERNATIVE HEALING THERAPIES” 
 
 

1. S.221 & H.350 are occupational licensing bills and do not address human trafficking. 
2. S.221 and H.350 will affect more than 200 spiritual holistic wellness and stress relief methods. 
3. MA has the tenth-most burdensome occupational licensing laws in the country with the cost and 

complexity creating an economic barrier for those seeking a career, especially the poor.1 
4. MA licensing laws cost the Commonwealth 64,222 jobs and $411.6 million in lost economic activity.2 
5. The Obama White House issued a set of best practices for state policymakers to enact reforms to reduce 

the prevalence of unnecessary and overly broad occupational licensing that hurts workers and 
consumers.3 

6. Pandemic lockdowns have forced many practitioners to stop seeing or teaching their clients, ruining 
their livelihoods. Does wise governance burden these with further restrictions? 

7. Many of the spiritual practices affected by the proposed bills are minority traditions offered by sole 
practitioners and taught out of living rooms. New, unnecessary regulatory burdens will force closures 
adversely impacting teaching masters, students and consumers alike.  Many of these are woman. 

8. The bills’ requirement that instructional programs for these spiritual practices be licensed by the state 
will prevent many of them from being taught due to the bureaucratic process, high licensing fee ($1000 
an instructor and $2,500 initial application fee) and bond ($5,000) requirement. This will put countless 
practitioners out of business, hurt families, increase jobless claims and cause a loss of educational 
programs with restriction of trade and monopolization of health care offerings to state endorsed, 
dominant professions. 

9. The Massachusetts Interagency Human Trafficking Policy Task Force convened by AG Healey in 2013 did 
not recommend occupational licensing as a means to combat human trafficking. Neither did The Uniform 
Act on Prevention of and Remedies for Human Trafficking drafted by the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 2013. Neither does the US State Department.4 

10. No data exists that licensing has ever meaningfully reduced sex trade.5 
11. Lines 358-360 are the only reference to human trafficking in these bills: “A member of the police 

department… may, upon appropriate legal process, enter and inspect any premises in that town used 
for massage, alternative healing therapy… (etc).” This means a local health inspection or search warrant 
must be obtained – recourse already in the possession of law enforcement! 

12. Federal courts have frequently acted to limit occupational licensing, noting violation of Constitutional 
protections, the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment or simply “an abuse of state regulatory 
power.”6 
 

These proposed laws will hurt spiritual practitioners, teachers of holistic modalities,  
consumers, hospice programs and hospitals bringing comfort and relief to those in pain and 
death, as well as our state economy. 
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